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Warrior Uranium Project
Drilling confirms presence of widespread uranium mineralisation
Stellar Resources Limited is pleased to announce results from the initial aircore
drilling program at the Warrior palaeochannel uranium project, in the central
Gawler Craton region of South Australia. The reconnaissance program has
demonstrated that the Warrior uranium project will provide significant and
diverse uranium opportunities for the company.
•

Drilling has confirmed significant widespread
mineralisation as indicated from historic drilling results.

•

The northern Zone ‘A’ in particular offers immediate potential for
delineation of further higher grade uranium mineralisation, where
aircore WAAC042 returned 4m @ 0.024% U3O8 from a depth of
26m.

•

One drill traverse confirms the interpretation of a south eastern
extension of the Warrior palaeochannel (across ground controlled
by Toro Energy) into Stellar's EL3369.

•

Basement drill samples have elevated the ‘Fossil’ prospect into a
"Prominent Hill" style Iron Oxide Copper Gold Uranium (IOCGU)
target.

uranium

Drilling has recently been completed, at a nominal 200m spacing between
drillholes, on five regional traverses to test approximately 9km strike extent of
the interpreted main Warrior palaeochannel. An additional traverse was drilled
to test the interpreted position of the East Warrior channel.
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The aircore drilling and geochemical assaying program has confirmed the
widespread extent of uranium within the Warrior palaeochannel system. The
northern Zone ‘A’ offers immediate potential for delineation of further higher
grade material.
Importantly, the presence of strongly anomalous rare earth element (REE)
geochemistry in proximity to a large untested magnetic anomaly at the Fossil
prospect gives encouragement for a potential buried IOCGU target of the
Prominent Hill style.

DETAILS
The Warrior palaeochannel system was shown to contain uranium mineralisation by PNC Exploration
(Aust) Pty Ltd (PNC), some 25 years ago. PNC identified seven uranium mineralised zone throughout
9km of palaeochannel within Stellar’s presently held tenements.
Stellar has recently completed five drill traverses in Exploration Licence 3372 (which hosts majority of
the Warrior project) along previously established tracks, and one traverse in Exploration Licence 3369.
The traverses were located to test zones of increased conductivity and basement geochemistry for
possible source regions for the palaeochannel hosted uranium mineralisation. Processing of airborne EM
data has enabled Stellar to map the southern extension of the Warrior palaeochannel (across ground
controlled by Toro Energy) into Stellar’s EL3369, where limited drilling was only undertaken on one
traverse. This adds an extension – and potentially two channels – to the known extent of the Warrior
Palaeochannel.
Locations of the drilling traverses, the uranium bearing zones as previously defined by PNC and the
interpreted extent of palaeochannel development, as inferred from the airborne “Hoistem”
electromagnetic survey carried out by Stellar in 2005, are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 – “Hoistem” Conductivity, inferred channel extent and PNC uranium zones
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Palaeochannel Uranium Mineralisation
Intersections of uranium mineralisation were returned from geochemical assaying of 2 metre samples
from the aircore holes, with best results reported from the northernmost traverse across PNC Zone ‘A’
and extensions to the east (Figure 2). Holes WAAC040 to WAAC046 on this section returned the
following significant assay intervals:
Hole No.

Easting

Northing

WAAC040
WAAC041
WAAC042
WAAC043
WAAC044
WAAC046

405095
405304
405473
405731
404799
404894

6622764
6622686
6622667
6622629
6622718
6622783

Down Hole Depth (m)
From
To
28
32
28
30
26
30
28
30
28
32
28
32

Interval
(m)
4
2
4
2
4
4

Grade
(%U3O8)
0.013
0.013
0.024
72 (ppm)
0.016
0.019

The uranium mineralisation has been intercepted at relatively shallow depths, and averages some 30m
depth in Zone ‘A’ and 6m depth in the southern drill traverse in EL 3369.
Comparison with radioactivity levels as measured by downhole gamma logging in earlier drilling by PNC
has shown a good correlation with the acid digestion and ICP assaying technique used in this drilling
program. This is encouraging as it has added confidence in using the historic PNC data in estimating the
potential size of the uranium deposits which may be determined at Warrior.

Figure 2 – Uranium assay results for aircore drill traverses
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As indicated in Figure 2, isolated drilling in the southern part of EL3372 also returned comparable
uranium mineralisation with Zone ‘A’, with individual 2m samples returning up to 0.017% U3O8. The
size of the circles, in Figure 2, represents the tenor of the uranium assays (where the maximum diameter
equates to 0.024% U3O8). Lower, but still anomalous levels were detected in the reconnaissance traverses
near the eastern margin of EL3372, and also in the northern portion of EL3369.
Gold and Rare Earth Element (REE) Mineralisation
Samples of the palaeochannel sediments and selected basement samples were analysed for gold content,
and selected basement samples were further tested for a suite of base metal and rare earth elements.

Figure 3 – Gold geochemistry and locations for anomalous basement samples
The maximum gold values (to 109ppb Au) were recorded from WAAC034, on the southern traverse
within EL3369. As indicated in Figure 3, this hole is located immediately north of a strong basement
magnetic anomaly, identified as a potential IOCGU target by Stellar’s predecessor, Grenfell Resources in
2001 and designated the ‘Fossil’ prospect. Fossil represents an excellent IOCGU target having both
gravity and aeromagnetic signatures.
Importantly, basement sampling from hole WAAC004, on the southernmost traverse within EL3372
(Figure 3) returned strongly anomalous rare earth element (REE) geochemistry, with combined cerium,
lanthanum and yttrium in excess of 500ppm. REE mineralisation is commonly associated with IOCGU
style mineralisation.
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CONCLUSION
The widespread presence of uranium mineralisation within the palaeochannel sediments, coupled with
anomalous gold and REE geochemical results, have highlighted the potential within the Warrior project
area for both channel hosted uranium and basement hosted IOCGU style mineralisation.
Geochemically anomalous gold mineralisation to a maximum value of 49ppb Au is consistently
associated with the zone of uranium mineralisation in the Zone ‘A’ traverse (Figure 3) and occurs over a
width of some 900m. Gold values within other tested uranium zones are uniformly low, indicating a
different source regime for Zone ‘A’.
Further assessment, commencing with drilling to test the region surrounding Zone ‘A’, the aeromagnetic
anomaly at ‘Fossil’ and the extent of REE mineralisation in the vicinity of hole WAAC004, is in
advanced planning.

The drill and exploration results reported herein, insofar as they relate to mineralisation, are based on information compiled
by Mr. C.G. Anderson (Fellow of the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy) who is a Director of the Company with
more than twenty years experience in the field of activity being reported. Mr. Anderson consents to the inclusion in the report
of the matters based on his information in the form and context in which it appears. It should be noted that the abovementioned
exploration results are preliminary.
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